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Abstract 10 

Active materials couple a stimulus (electrical, magnetic, thermal) with a mechanical response. Typical 11 
materials such as piezoelectrics strain as bulk materials to the stimuli. Here we consider an undulation 12 
created by heterogeneous deformation within a magnetic shape memory alloy (MSM) transducer. We 13 
study the mechanical response of an MSM element vs. two surface treatments: a polished state with 14 
minimal surface stresses, and a micropeened state with compressive surface stress. The polished element 15 
had a sharp-featured, faceted trough shape. The micropeened element had a smooth trough shape and an 16 
additional crest. The undulation was created by a rotating localized magnetic field, which caused 17 
heterogeneous variation of the twin-microstructure. For the polished and micropeened elements, the twin-18 
microstructures were coarse and fine, respectively. For the polished element, the undulation moved by the 19 
nucleation of a few twin boundaries, which traveled along the entire element. For the micropeened 20 
sample, the twin boundaries moved back and forth over a short distance, thereby creating a dense twin 21 
lamellar, which formed the trough. The motion of the lamellar approximated the single thick twin while 22 
allowing additional degrees of freedom due to increased mobile interface density and different initial 23 
conditions of domain volume fraction. The dense twin microstructure also smoothed the magnetic flux 24 
pattern. The undulation amplitude was about 40 μm for the sample in both treatments.  25 

 26 

Keywords: magnetic shape memory alloy; surface treatment; shotpeening; laser profilometry; MSM 27 
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 29 

1. Introduction 30 

Classically, active materials strain uniformly to the stimuli. Piezoelectric elements, for example, 31 

actuate by electrical impulses which uniformly strain the transducer in, for example, new mixed 32 

perovskite materials with reversible strains of up to 0.6% [1]. The coordination of many 33 

transducer elements enables large strokes as well as complex and precise motion such as that 34 

found for ultrasonic traveling wave motors and piezowalk actuators [2]. Here we evaluate a 35 

magnetic shape memory alloy (MSM) transducer, which strains heterogeneously within. A 36 

locally strained region causes a trough on the transducer surface. The trough moves along the 37 

transducer surface with the rotation of a magnetic field [3]. While propagating, the trough is in 38 
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an equilibrium state created by the magnetic field. When the rotation of the magnetic field is 39 

halted, the trough stops moving and remains in place. 40 

Reversible plastic deformation of MSM alloys by magnetic field was discovered around 1996 [4-41 

6]. MSM materials act as metallic muscles capable of longitudinal strain [7, 8], bending [9-11], 42 

and localized constriction [12] in magnetic fields. In MSM alloys, crystallographic twinning 43 

accommodates the deformation [13]. For the most commonly used Ni-Mn-Ga compositions, 44 

which have a 10M crystal structure, the maximum magnetic-field-induced strain is 7% [14]. 45 

High magneto-crystalline anisotropy [15], combined with highly mobile twin boundaries [16, 46 

17], enables the magnetic-field-driven motion of twin boundaries and presents the two conditions 47 

necessary for magnetic-field-induced strain (MFIS).  48 

An optimal MSM element has a strain close to the theoretical limit in addition to long fatigue 49 

life. Elements that have demonstrated good fatigue life have a dense twin microstructure [18]. 50 

Here the twin boundaries are mobile but move only short distances, retarded by interacting twins 51 

and surface constraints. Modification to the sample's surface by surface damage [19, 20], 52 

roughness [21], and coatings [22, 23] can constrain the sample surface and lead to a fine twin 53 

microstructure . Rigid edge constraints also affect the mechanical response.  54 

MSM elements treated via our recently reported surface hardening technique, micropeening, are 55 

capable of 5% MFIS while also having a fatigue life greater than 106 cycles as a result of the 56 

dense twin microstructure [18, 24]. The residual compressive stress created by micropeening 57 

hinders crack nucleation on the surface, and the treatment smooths the mechanical response of 58 

the element. Rather than deforming sharply as a twinning plateau, the strain increases smoothly 59 

with magnetostress. The effects of a similar tailor-made fine twin structure on a sample have 60 

been studied for push-pull actuators actuated with a uniform magnetic field [24].  61 

Here we consider the effect of micropeening upon an element locally actuated in a heterogeneous 62 

magnetic field in the manner of an MSM micropump [25-27]. The rotation of a magnetic field 63 

underneath an MSM element causes a local deformation to move across the element's top surface 64 

as it follows the magnetic field. An MSM micropump uses this translating cavity to pump small 65 

amounts of fluid up to a maximum pressure of 10 bar  [26]. The stress state within the element is 66 

a combination of magnetostress, external stress, and surface constraints [28]. Surface constraints 67 

can be created by surface treatments and external forces, including fixturing and the Maxwell 68 

force which attracts the ferromagnetic element to the magnet. The actuation mechanism of the 69 

MSM element is thus complex [29, 30].  70 

In this study, we measured the mechanical response of an MSM element with stress-free, 71 

polished surfaces. We then micropeened the same element's surfaces to induce a dense twin 72 

microstructure and studied the mechanical response of the MSM element. The experiment 73 

allowed us to compare the mechanical response of the transducer for the two surface treatments 74 

to the corresponding magnetic simulations. With this data, we propose a model to describe the 75 

microstructural changes which lead to the observed mechanical response.  76 

 77 
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2. Experimental  78 

2.1 MSM element preparation  79 

A Ni50Mn28.5Ga21.5 single crystal grown in a modified Bridgeman furnace, according to Kellis et 80 

al., was used in this study [17]. The structure was 10M martensite[31, 32], which is typical for 81 

MSM actuators. The martensite to austenite transition temperature (i.e., the upper thermal limit 82 

for MSM functionality) was 315K. We cut the element from the boule along {100} and ground it 83 

to a parallelism of 10 μm with a Struers Accustop. We polished sequentially to a final polish 84 

using a 0.3 μm aluminum oxide slurry. The prepared element was 2.0 mm wide x 1.4 mm thick x 85 

20 mm long.  86 

The element was mounted onto a 0.25 mm thick glass coverslip with 0.1 mm thick double-sided 87 

3M scotch tape. The tape allowed for localized strain while holding the sample in place. We 88 

transferred the MSM element from one test to another on the slide to avoid modifying the twin 89 

microstructure by handling the element. We initially trained the element on the slide by turning it 90 

20 times between a parallel and perpendicular orientation within a homogeneous 1.5 T magnetic 91 

field and removed the element from the electromagnet with the magnetic field parallel to the 92 

sample's long axis. This training established a single domain structure where the c-axis was 93 

oriented parallel to the long axis of the element.  94 

2.2 Laser measurement stage 95 

Figure 1 is a diagram of the custom non-contact laser measurement stage. A stepper motor 96 

rotated a diametrically magnetized cylindrical N52 magnet behind the MSM element. The 97 

element surface was measured with a laser (Keyence LK-HO52) which was fixed to an optical 98 

table. The motor, magnet, and MSM element were translated orthogonal to the laser beam by a 99 

motorized linear stage (Thorlabs PT1-Z8). Fig. 1b shows a magnified view of the system sliced 100 

orthogonal to the stage. The MSM element mount was attached to the stage and clamped by a 101 

polycarbonate top plate. The plate had a 0.5 mm wide slot to allow the laser beam to reach the 102 

element surface. The pressure bearing beams of the top plate were only 0.5 mm thick. Thus, 103 

while constraining, the pressure beams flexed slightly under the clamping load. The top plate 104 

was compressed onto the element using nylon screws (not shown). In Fig. 1b, at α = 0°, the 105 

magnetic north was parallel to the MSM element and pointed to the left. Rotating the permanent 106 

magnet clockwise (CW) from α = 0° caused the magnet's north pole to turn towards the MSM 107 

element.  108 

When conducting a test, the user ran the motorized linear stage across the stationary Hall sensor 109 

and/or laser beam. For the following description, we consider a coordinate system fixed on the 110 

sample stage. When the stage traveled along negative x, the laser scanned the sample in the 111 

positive x direction. We performed three different test types, as shown in the schematics of Fig. 112 

1c, 1d, 1e. The angle α describes the rotation of the magnet and the direction of the magnetic 113 

field. In the first test (Fig. 1c), we recorded the Hall sensor's output, which was placed 0.5 mm 114 

above the traveling stage. We simultaneously rotated the magnet at 2.5 Hz and moved the stage 115 

(with the magnet) under the Hall probe at 0.5 mm/s. The laser’s sampling rate was 1000 Hz.  116 
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For the second test (Fig. 1d), we placed the MSM element/glass slip onto the stage centered on 117 

the magnet. Then, using the laser and beginning at α = 0°, we scanned the top surface of the 118 

MSM element while leaving the magnet stationary. This gave the surface profile of the MSM 119 

element. We then set the magnet by the stepper motor to α = 18°, and repeated the experiment. 120 

We continued with this procedure in 18° increments for α up to α = 720°. We then repeated the 121 

procedure in reverse order, i.e., stepping the angle backward from α = 720° to α = 0°.  122 

For the third test (Fig. 1e), we kept the laser and the stage stationary. We measured the MSM 123 

element surface elevation as the magnet spun at 2.5 Hz underneath. The sample and the laser 124 

were centered on the position where the magnet is closest to the MSM element. 125 

 126 

Fig. 1: Physical and schematic drawings of tests using the laser measurement system. (a) A stepper motor rotated a 127 
diametrically magnetized cylindrical magnet behind the MSM element. The laser measured the element surface 128 
elevation. A linear motor moved the stage. (b) shows the sectional view of the green box in (a). The MSM element 129 
was taped to a thin glass slide, which was mounted onto the stage. We held the MSM element down with a 130 
polycarbonate top plate, which had a window for the laser beam. The view direction (VD) is indicated in orange. 131 
The coordinate system centered upon the magnet is shown in (b). Figures (c), (d), and (e) are schematics of the tests. 132 
Components in red were active during each test, i.e., translation and rotation. (For simplicity, we show here the 133 
scanning direction of the Hall probe and laser, in reality, the stage moves but in the opposite direction.) Components 134 
in blue were active between tests, i.e., we scanned the element surface after rotation of the magnet an increment to 135 
magnetic field angle α. In (c), the Hall probe scanned the magnetic field along the stage. In (d), the magnet rotated in 136 
18° increments, and a laser measured the surface profile at each increment. In (e), the magnet rotated at 2.5 Hz, and 137 
the laser was positioned in the center and held stationary to measure the element surface undulation.  138 

 139 
2.3 Optical microscopy test block 140 
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We built an apparatus to view the twin microstructure under a Leica DM6000 optical microscope 141 

(Fig. 2a). An N52 permanent magnet was turned by a gearhead micromotor equipped with an 142 

optical encoder (Namiki SBL07). We placed the element on the block and fixed the glass slide 143 

from the top with mounting putty. Using the coordinates and convention for the rotation defined 144 

for the laser experiments (Fig. 1d), we positioned the magnet at 18° intervals (Fig. 2b). We 145 

imaged the active region (ROI), boxed in red in Fig. 2b, using the microscope's default image 146 

stitching software. We imaged 20 magnetic field positions (i.e., a full revolution of the magnet). 147 

Local contrast was enhanced using the CLAHE process of the FIJI image processor to improve 148 

the contrast between twins. 149 

 150 
Fig. 2: Drawing and diagram of the microscopy block. (a) The micromotor rotated the magnet to angle α, and a 151 
micrograph of the twin microstructure of the element side was taken along direction VD. (b) The magnet rotated in 152 
increments of 18° between micrographs. The red box marks the region of interest (ROI) of the MSM element which 153 
actuated.  154 

2.4 Micropeening  155 

After recording laser measurements and optical tests on the polished element, we removed the 156 

element from the supporting glass slide. We then removed the tape residue with acetone. The 157 

element was micropeened according to the procedure discussed in Zhang et al. [18]. In brief: the 158 

element was heated to 80° C, thereby transforming to austenite. The element was micropeened 159 

for 8 sec at 1.75 bar with 50 μm glass beads. The element was micropeened on its top and bottom 160 

surfaces with respect to the viewing direction shown in Figure 2. When cooled back to 161 

martensite, the MSM element was again taped to the glass slide. The twin microstructure 162 

following from the phase transformation was oriented using an electromagnet. After conducting 163 

the laser and optical tests on the micropeened element, we cast the element in cyanoacrylate, 164 

then polished the top surface to reveal the twin microstructure with 0.3 µm alumina slurry. 165 

During this polishing process, we removed about 5 µm of material. 166 

3. Computer Simulation 167 

We used a 2D magnetostatic finite element analysis software (FEMM) to simulate the interaction 168 

of the twin microstructure and the magnetic field. In our model, the 10M martensite MSM 169 

element contains two orthogonal crystallographic directions whose lattice parameters are a and c. 170 

The c-axis is the short direction (i.e., the material shrinks along the c-axis), and also the axis of 171 
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easy magnetization. We use relative permeability values of (2, 40) along the (a, c) axis to model 172 

the magnetic anisotropy of these two twin domains in the crystal [33]. FEMM allows simulating 173 

either anisotropic material properties using linear approximation, or a B-H curve, but not both 174 

simultaneously. We used the linear anisotropy approximation, which extends the magnetization 175 

past the material's saturation magnetization. Thus, the simulations overestimate the flux density 176 

and magnetic anisotropy. We did not model the material's dimensional change, as it was small 177 

compared to the bulk dimension. 178 

The simulated element was the same size as that of the element used in experiments. We label 179 

the parent twin domain Htwin since it has the c-axis along horizontal, i.e., it is contracted 180 

horizontally and expanded vertically. The other twin domain, labeled Vtwin, has the c-axis along 181 

vertical, i.e., it is expanded horizontally and contracted vertically. The gap between the magnet 182 

and the MSM element was 0.5 mm. A band of twin domain, Vtwin, was inserted within the parent 183 

domain, Htwin, as approximated from the micrographs. For the polished sample, we modeled a 184 

thick Vtwin thickness of 1.4 mm with twin centroid at 1.4 mm left (α = 54°) and right (α = 126°) 185 

of the center of the MSM element.  186 

The micropeened sample was simulated as a lamellar (i.e., a stack of plates) of 25 μm lamella. 187 

With three of four lamella having c in the horizontal direction, the stack has c predominately in 188 

the horizontal direction, or Hlamellar, in which case the material expands vertically and contracts 189 

horizontally. With one of four lamella having c in the vertical direction, or Vlamellar, the material 190 

shrinks vertically and expands horizontally. 191 

The simulated twin bilayer was 100 μm, or about five times thicker than measured 192 

experimentally for the micropeened twin structure. We chose this density because of the limited 193 

computing power available in this study. 194 

4. Results 195 

4.1 Measurement of the magnetic field 196 

Fig. 3 gives the vertical component of the magnetic field along the stage. At 10 mm to the left or 197 

right from the center of the stage surface, the magnetic field was about 50 mT. At the center of 198 

the stage on the surface, the field was nearly 600 mT. The blue dashed lines drawn at ±200 mT 199 

indicate the estimated region of sufficient magnetic field to move boundaries of Type I twins. 200 

The measurement was only an estimate, as induced magnetization is a function of the twin 201 

microstructure and the horizontal component of the magnetic field, which biases the c-axis 202 

horizontally.  203 
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 204 
Fig. 3: Measurement of the magnetic field along the stage. The profile was obtained by rotating the magnet while 205 
advancing the stage. The blue dashed lines show the estimated switching field for actuation by the Type I twinning 206 
mechanism. 207 

4.2 Laser measurements  208 

Fig. 4 shows CW surface profiles for the polished (a) and micropeened (b) element measured by 209 

the laser. The bottom black profiles are the experimental data of the element measured without 210 

the magnetic field (we removed the magnet and longitudinally compressed the element.) The red 211 

profiles are experimental data of the surface profile taken at α = 90°. To obtain the blue line, we 212 

subtracted the baseline from the α = 90° profile. Localized horizontal extension and contraction 213 

prevented full alignment with the baseline profile, resulting in some noise. Sharp peaks were 214 

artifacts caused by slight laser instability at coarse twin interfaces. The existence of these artifact 215 

made comparisons challenging with profiles superimposed. We thus filtered out high frequency 216 

elements for superimposed profile analysis using Butterworth filter in MATLAB 2019a (green 217 

top profile), a cutoff wavenumber of 0.5 mm-1 and an order parameter of n = 3. The deformation 218 

of the polished element was approximately an asymmetrical, faceted, triangular trough. The 219 

micropeened element had a smoother, more symmetrical trough and formed an additional crest 220 

beside the trough. Comparing the baseline profiles, the micropeened element had greater 221 

curvature along the length of the element. 222 

 223 

Fig. 4: Elevation profiles at locations along the MSM element for the two different surface treatments. The bottom 224 
profile (black) was the baseline scan of the element without a magnetic field. The red scan was taken at α = 90°. The 225 
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blue scan is the difference between baseline and α = 90° scan. The blue scan was filtered in MATLAB 2019a with a 226 
Butterworth filter. The green scan is the filtered output (a) Polished element surface profile. (b) Micropeened 227 
element surface profile.  228 

4.2.1 Surface profiles 229 

The profiles taken at the different magnet angles were plotted together in Fig. 5. Figure 5a shows 230 

the baseline-removed raw data during CW actuation of polished element. The figure reads from 231 

bottom to top. The high frequency element to the surface profiles are an artifact of the instability 232 

of the laser beam across sharp interfaces between twin variants, which cause associated change 233 

in reflection and is thus not necessarily capturing the true surface height. Macroscopically, a 234 

similar effect is seen when encountering sharp transitions (such as when scanning onto the MSM 235 

element from the stage.) Additionally, for comparison of superimposed profiles, (such as Fig. 5b) 236 

the high-frequency noise drowns out the subtler comparisons between angular positions.  237 

Fig. 5b shows the filtered and superimposed data for the polished element actuated CW. At  α = 238 

0°, the element had a nearly symmetrical trough centered at x = 2.7 mm. At α = 18°, troughs 239 

were present at x = ±2.7 mm. The trough at 2.7 mm reduced in size while the new trough formed 240 

at -2.7 mm. The newly formed trough deepened and moved to the right as the magnet rotated 241 

CW. The left slope of the newly-formed trough (arrow 1) was steep and nearly constant from α = 242 

54° to α = 90°. At α = 90°, the element rose slightly (arrow 2) behind the trailing edge of the 243 

trough. On the right side, the trough slope had a distinct disinclination (arrow 3). For the profiles 244 

from α = 36° to α = 90°, the right shoulder of the trough (arrow 4) did not move and appeared to 245 

be pinned at 2.2 mm. The profile became nearly symmetrical with further rotation. See Supp. 246 

Fig. 1 for the full range of scans of the polished sample.  247 
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 248 

Fig. 5: MSM element surface profiles during half revolution of the magnet.  (a) Baseline-corrected, non-filtered 249 
profiles as the magnet swept CW under the polished element.  The sharp spikes in the profiles occurs at sharp 250 
variant boundaries, which cause slight laser instability, and combined with high sampling rate led to high frequency 251 
artifacts at variant interfaces. (b) The MATLAB filtered profiles of the polished sample as the magnet rotated CW. 252 
The arrowed numbers point to behaviors discussed further in the text. (c) The filtered profile of the micropeened 253 
sample as the magnet rotated CW. (d) The filtered profile of the micropeened sample as the magnet rotated CCW. 254 
The dashed lines indicate the slope of the left side of the trough. The slopes are reproduced in the bottom left of (d). 255 
q has a comparatively greater slope than r or s.  256 

Figure 5 shows the surface profile of the micropeened sample with the field rotated CW (Fig. 5c) 257 

and CCW (Fig. 5d). In Fig. 5c, at α = 0°, the trough centers were at 3 mm and -4 mm. With the 258 

CW rotation of the magnet, the right trough deepened, and a crest grew correspondingly. At α = 259 

90°, the top of the crest was 18 μm above the baseline, and the trough was 18 μm deep. While the 260 

crest was asymmetrical about x = 0, being much larger on the right, the depth of the trough was 261 

more symmetrical about x = 0. In Fig. 5d, the magnet rotated CCW. The strain amplitude was 262 

slightly greater for the CW actuation, while the width of the strain envelope was nearly the same 263 

for both treatments and directions, from -5 mm to 7 mm. The dashed lines in Fig. 5b, 5c, 5d 264 

highlight the steepest left slop for each case, which was steepest for the polished sample (q), less 265 

steep for the micropeened sample actuated by CW magnetic field rotation (r), and least steep for 266 

the micropeened sample actuated by CCW magnetic field rotation (s), as shown comparatively in 267 

the lower left corner of Fig. 5d. See Supplemental Fig. 2 for the full range of scans of the 268 

micropeened sample. 269 
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The north and south poles actuate identically, as seen by the similarity of α = 0° and 180° 270 

profiles in 5c and 5d. However, in Fig. 5c, there is a noticeable difference in the trough depth, 271 

nearly 5 µm, between 0° and 180°. The result could be due to a slight training effect or some 272 

source of hysteresis in the system. The position of the maximum crest was on the right 273 

irrespective of rotation direction.  274 

4.2.2 Elevation variation in the center of the MSM element  275 

Figure 6 shows surface elevation measured at the center of the element as the magnet rotated 276 

underneath at 2.5 Hz. We captured a snapshot of the twin boundary movement in time. The 277 

polished sample transformed quickly when elevating (1) and slowly when depressing (2). The 278 

crests (3) and troughs (4) transition at roughly the same rate, which is evident by the equidistant 279 

crest and trough widths. The micropeened element had a broader crest and narrower trough when 280 

actuated CW, which indicates a propensity for the element to remain elevated in the top position, 281 

in a crest. When rotated CCW, the transition rate was slow in the trough and fast in the crest. 282 

Black arrows (5) point to slight shoulders on the downward transition, found for both surface 283 

treatments. The position and width of the shoulder are located at slightly different locations of 284 

the transition for various surface treatments and actuation directions. 285 

 286 
Fig. 6: Laser measurement at the center of the element as the magnetic field rotated. In black, the polished sample 287 
as the magnetic field rotated CW. In blue, the micropeened sample as the magnet rotated CW. In red, the 288 
micropeened sample as the magnet rotated CCW. The arrow on each curve points to a transition further discussed in 289 
the text. The fine steps are due to the resolution of the laser.  290 

4.3 Microscopy  291 

Figure 7a shows a side profile of the twin microstructure for the polished sample taken at α = 292 

54°. The polished sample had a thick Vtwin domain. The dashed lines mark the twin boundaries. 293 

A few thin Vtwin domains nucleated on the right side (i.e., ahead) of the thick Vtwin domain. 294 

Figure 7b is a micrograph of the micropeened element, captured at α = 90°, which shows a dense 295 

twin microstructure. While the element had actuated, the mechanism of actuation was unclear as 296 

it was masked within the dense twin microstructure. Figures 7c and 7d show a top view of the 297 

polished (c) and the micropeened (d) elements at α = 0° with coarse and dense twin 298 
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microstructures, respectively. The top surface of the polished sample has a few very thin and 299 

several intermediate twins. The width of the twin bilayer (i.e., containing both Vtwin and Htwin ) 300 

varies, and one particular case is indicated by the white bar. The width of the bilayers varied 301 

from about 10 to 150 μm at this angle. For the micropeened element, the twin bilayer width was 302 

10 µm, measured after polishing the surface to view the twins. 303 

 304 

 305 

Fig. 7: Micrographs taken of the twin microstructure for the sample when polished (a, c) and micropeened (b, d). 306 
(a) At α = 54°, the sample has a thick Vtwin in the parent Htwin, as viewed from the side. Thinner Vtwin leads the 307 
motion of the thick Vtwin. (b) At α = 90°, the twin microstructure of the micropeened sample, viewed from the side. 308 
The deformation is accommodated in the lamellar and not viewable at this magnification. (c) Viewed from the top, 309 
the twin structure for the polished sample. Domains show up as contrast across twin boundaries. The purple/red 310 
tones are the parent Htwin, and the blue the Vtwin domain. The twin bilayer is the distance of the two twin domains, 311 
shown for the polished sample. (d) The lamellar microstructure as viewed from the top.  312 

Figure 8 shows a sequence of micrographs for the side views of the (a) polished and (b) 313 

micropeened elements. To visualize the trough more clearly, we scaled the micrographs 314 

vertically by 10x. We highlighted the position of the twin boundaries, which appear much 315 

steeper than 45° due to 10x scaling. At α = 18°, the polished element was nearly a single domain 316 

Htwin. At 54°, an approximately 1.0 mm thick Vtwin domain had nucleated and grown. This thick 317 

Vtwin domain created an inclined facet on the top surface, which formed the left slope of the 318 

trough. The right slope of the trough had a few thin Vtwin separating regions of the parent 319 

domain. At α = 90°, the Vtwin domain had thickened to ~1.5 mm and moved to the right along the 320 

element. At 126°, the trough was composed of a few thick Vtwin domains and numerous thinner 321 

Vtwin domains. At 180°, the trough contained only thin Vtwin domains and was more symmetrical. 322 

Further rotation of the magnetic field removed all Vtwin domains. The motion repeated nearly 323 
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identically when actuated by the south pole. We direct the reader to Suppl. Fig. 3 for the full 324 

sequence.  325 

In Fig. 8b, the micropeened element has a smoother trough, which travels a greater distance 326 

along the element. At α = 18°, a shallow trough is located at x = -2 mm, and a larger trough is 327 

located at x = 4 mm (truncated by the edge of the image). At α = 54°, the left trough had 328 

deepened and moved to x = -1 mm, and the right trough had disappeared. The trough had moved 329 

further to x = 0, 1.3, and 2.3 mm for α = 90, 126, and 180°, respectively. Supplemental Figs. 4 330 

and 5 show snapshots of the moving surface undulation in the micropeened sample. 331 

 332 
Fig. 8: (a) A sequence of micrographs taken for the polished sample as the magnetic field rotated CW. The 333 
micrographs were stretched 10x in the vertical direction, making the twin boundary appear much steeper than 45°. 334 
Reading from bottom to top: At 18°, the region is nearly a single domain of the parent Htwin. At 54°, a Vtwin 335 
nucleated and thickened, creating the left slope of the trough. At 90°, the Vtwin had the greatest thickness then broke 336 
apart as it moved along the element. At 136°, the thick Vtwin broke apart into thinner Vtwin and moved along the 337 
element. At 180°, the thick Vtwin thinned further into multiple finer Vtwin and moved along the element. The arrows 338 
point to leading Vtwin, which creates the right slope of the trough. (b) The sequence for the micropeened sample. The 339 
twin boundaries of parent twin lamellar, Hlamellar, were oriented along the white line in the bottom micrograph. 340 

To determine the motion mechanism of the trough for the fine twin microstructure, we plotted a 341 

contrast profile viewing the side, at the center of the element, as the trough moved past. Fig. 9 342 

shows micrographs taken at α = 90°, 108°, and 126°. In the contrast profile, the maximum 343 

thickness of the darker twin domain occurred at α = 90°. Here, the width of the dark domain, 344 

which is Vtwin, averaged 5 μm measured at full-width half max (FWHM). At α = 108°, the Vtwin 345 

domain decreased to a thickness of 3 μm FWHM and disappeared at α = 126°. After rotating the 346 

magnet back and forth many times, we determined that the lamellar orientation did not change 347 

with rotation direction. 348 
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 349 
Fig. 9: For the micropeened sample, we used image analysis software to analyze the twin boundary motion, which 350 
caused the lamellar strain. The contrast of the twin domain was maximum at α = 90°. With the rotation of the field, 351 
the dark twin domain gradually thins and disappears after 126°.  352 

4.4 Simulation results 353 

Figure 10 shows results of simulations of the magnetic field at α = 54° (a, b) and α = 126° (c, d) 354 

for the polished element (a, c) and the micropeened element (b, c). At α = 54° (Fig. 10a), the 355 

Vtwin centroid was 1.4 mm left of the element center, and the magnetic field lines entered the 356 

twin vertically and were refracted across the right twin boundary. No flux lines exited across the 357 

left boundary of the Vtwin or through the twin into the air above. The right half of the Vtwin had a 358 

high flux density (800 mT), while the top left corner had a much lower flux density (100 mT). To 359 

check the sensitivity of the results on the twin boundary position, we moved the left twin 360 

boundary 1 mm further left in the model (not shown), resulting in a slight increase of the 361 

magnetic flux in the twin, however, without significantly changing the flux pattern. In Fig. 10c at 362 

α = 126°, the Vtwin centroid was 1.4 mm right of the element center. Here, less flux entered the 363 

twin, and the entering field diverged across both boundaries. To exit the left twin boundary, the 364 

field lines circled back to refract across the twin boundary into the parent Htwin domain.  365 

 366 

Fig. 10: FEMM simulations. The magnet is oriented at α = 54° in (a) and (b) and α = 126° in (c) and (d). Figures (a, 367 
c) and (b, d) show results for the polished and micropeened samples. We modeled a 1.4 mm thick twin domain 368 
(Vtwin, a, c) and a 1.4 mm thick twin lamellar (Vlamellar, b, d) as described in Section 3. In (a), the field enters 369 
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vertically and is refracted across the right twin boundary. (b) For the micropeened sample, the field has a similar 370 
path but is smoother and more diffuse. The white dashed box (ROI) shows the region, which is enlarged in Fig. 11. 371 
In (c), at α = 126°, the twin is to the right of the center of the magnet. The twin only weakly magnetizes. In (d), the 372 
twinned lamellar had similar divergence but has slightly greater field intensity.  373 

Figure 10b shows a simulation at α = 54° of the micropeened sample. In the parent Hlamellar, the 374 

microstructure is composed of thick Htwin and thin Vtwin lamella. The twin Vlamellar is composed of 375 

thick Vtwin lamella and thin Htwin lamella. At interfaces between the twinned lamellar and parent 376 

lamellar, the field lines took sharper angles according to the change in volume fraction behind 377 

the interface, similar to the coarse twin boundary of Fig. 10a. Figure 11 shows a magnified view 378 

of the inset marked with a dashed box (ROI) in Fig. 10b, along with definitions of modeled 379 

Vlamellar and Hlamellar. In the Hlamellar domain, lamella with a vertical c-axis magnetized, but the flux 380 

tapered off up along the plate.  381 

 382 
Fig. 11: Simulated flux schematic of the micropeened twin microstructure as defined by the ROI in Fig. 10. Hlamellar 383 
was modeled as a repetition of three Htwin and one Vtwin. Vlamellar was modeled as a repetition of three Vtwin and one 384 
Htwin. The magnetic field lines were deflected slightly by individual lamella and deflected significantly by lamellar 385 
boundaries. The lamellar boundary is not likely sharp as shown in the model, being related to the different volume 386 
fraction of domains, and the gradients which interconnect.  387 

5. Discussion and conclusions 388 

We discuss the mechanical response of the polished and micropeened MSM elements in the 389 

context of the laser measurements, micrographs, and existing literature. The constraints between 390 

the optical and the laser measurements differ slightly by the clamping mechanics. MSM alloys 391 

respond sensitively to constraints such as fixtures [34]. The constraints cause the differences in 392 

the geometry of the undulation when measured with the laser and the microscope. In the laser 393 

measurements, the element was clamped down, while for micrographs, it was unconstrained 394 

from the top. This difference was not expected to cause such a significant impact upon the 395 
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mechanical behavior and so was not accounted for in the design of the study. We believe the 396 

constraint gives the two troughs seen on the polished profilometer measurements, but only one 397 

observed in the micrographs. The effect of the top constraint is substantial and should be 398 

considered when designing actuators. 399 

In the literature, magnetic-field-induced deformation is often simplified as an axial strain. In 400 

reality, the local deformation state depends on the twin pattern. For a single twin boundary, the 401 

deformation is a shear. For a set of parallel twin boundaries, the deformation is a discontinuous 402 

shear. A set of wedged twins causes bending [9, 35]. These differences are significant in the 403 

formation of the trough. In particular, bending by wedged twins is required to form the "uphill" 404 

slope that counters the twinning shear, as shown in detail below. 405 

5.1 Polished sample actuation  406 

Figure 12 is a model of the twin-microstructure for the polished sample interpreted from Fig. 5b 407 

and 8a, which are the laser scans and micrographs of the element at discrete angles of α. The 408 

thick Vtwin domain causes the constant slope down, as shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 5b (arrow 1). 409 

The twin forms the facet. A slight crest at the trailing shoulder (shown by arrow 2 in Fig. 5b) 410 

occurs because the surface is forced away from the stage as the Vtwin thickens, gently kinking up 411 

and away from the bottom. The transition (3) in Fig. 5b is created by thin leading wedged twins 412 

that turn the surface upward. These twins are visible in Fig. 8 and shown schematically in Fig. 413 

12. The leading shoulder (arrow 4) is at a fixed position from α = 36° to α = 108°. This shoulder 414 

is likely formed by a wedge twin of lower mobility, pinned by some obstacle.  415 

 416 
Fig. 12: Interpretation of twin structures found in the actuation of the polished sample. Wedge twins adjacent to the 417 
thick twin's left boundary formed to reduce interface surface stresses near the bottom. Leading wedged twins 418 
recover the height back to the parent twin. Wedge twins interface between the main Vtwin and parent. 419 

In the micrographs (Fig. 8a), we find a 100 μm thick Vtwin domain at a location close to that of 420 

the shoulder, and also several wedge-like Vtwin. The wedge angle is exaggerated in Fig. 12. The 421 

micrographs of the polished element showed no definitive shoulder, which is perhaps caused by 422 

the different constraints on the sample in the laser experiments.  423 

5.2 Micropeened sample actuation 424 

The micropeened sample has a twin microstructure much denser than that in the polished sample. 425 

Surface defects pin the twin boundaries [19, 23, 36] at the surface such that the twin boundaries 426 
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cannot move over large distances. The cyclic magnetic field causes a periodic back and forth 427 

motion of the twin boundaries over a few microns. As a result, lamella expands and contracts 428 

with the field angle, similar to the motion of a bellow. Figure 9 shows how the twins gradually 429 

expand and contract. This expansion and contraction of fine twins have also been described by 430 

Straka et al. [11].  431 

As the twin boundaries move back and forth, they slightly bend. This bending stems from the 432 

elastic interaction of twinning dislocations (disconnections) typical for materials with a high 433 

degree of defects, such as present in micropeened elements [37]. In Fig. 13, the smooth surface 434 

profile of the micropeened element is a result of subtle changes to each lamella. The twin lamella 435 

can expand and contract and create fine wedge twins that bend the element . The height of the 436 

surface depends upon the volume fraction of each twin domain. Reading from the far left, the 437 

volume fraction of Vtwin and Htwin is equal, i.e., in between Hlamellar and Vlamellar the element 438 

having neither maximum nor minimum elevation with an intermediate strain. A crest is caused 439 

by parent (orange) volume fraction. Areas nearly completely twin lamellar (blue) are vertically 440 

compressed and form a trough. The troughs form when the ratio drifts in favor of the twin, and 441 

crest when it drifts in favor of the parent. Areas with blue wedges pointing down have a convex 442 

surface, those with orange wedges pointing down have a concave surface.  443 

While the maximum curvatures occur near the center, much of the magnetic flux is carried 444 

through to the ends of the element, which directs magnetic flux back to the magnet (Fig. 10). 445 

When magnetic flux is parallel to the length of the element, the Htwin domain is preferred. Slight 446 

clamping force preferences the Vtwin domain. The interplay between the clamping stress and 447 

magnetostress, therefore, locally affects the domain volume fraction within the lamellar. We 448 

expect the crests form due to the local stresses (mechanical and magnetic) within the element, 449 

which correlate to changes in local domain volume fraction in the lamellar. In the test, bulk 450 

longitudinal strain is prevented by the constrains, i.e. tape, friction, and clamping force. As one 451 

region of material shrinks, causing a trough, another corresponding part of material must expand 452 

to conserve the constrained volume. In the current scenario, pinned, fine TBs and external 453 

constraint implies volume conservation occurs through the formation of crests. 454 

 455 

Fig. 13: Interpretation of twin structures found in the actuation of the micropeened sample. The surface profile is 456 
replotted from Fig. 5c at α = 90° and rescaled vertically. The surface elevation is dictated by the volume fraction of 457 
the two twins. Htwin - predominant lamellar (mostly orange) cause the surface to rise, as seen in areas of the crests 458 
above the vertically expanded Htwin. Vtwin - predominant lamellar shrinks the material and forms a trough. Orange 459 
and blue wedges pointing down create concave and convex surfaces, respectively. 460 
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The damaged surface layer of the micropeened hardens the surface against strain. The magnetic 461 

field is sufficiently strong to move twin boundaries in the center of the element but not at the 462 

surface. The material strains against this surface and deforms the surface layer elastically. Upon 463 

polishing, we find something resembling a fine Type II twin structure [38] in the element center 464 

(shown in Supp. Fig. 6). 465 

5.3 Model of trough motion in polished and micropeened samples.  466 

Comparison of the micrographs, surface profiles, and the elevation variation at the center of the 467 

element due to magnet cycling yields a model of twin boundary motion of the polished and 468 

micropeened elements. In Fig. 14a, a Vtwin nucleates then thickens by the motion of the right twin 469 

boundary. The wedge twins required for forming the trough (Fig. 12) are not shown in Fig. 14a 470 

for simplicity. The Vtwin then migrates to the right by the simultaneous motion of both twin 471 

boundaries. Eventually, the leading (i.e., right) twin boundary stops where the magnetic field is 472 

insufficient for activating its movement. The trailing twin boundary reaches the leading twin 473 

boundary and the two combine, which causes the Vtwin to collapse and the trough to disappear. 474 

This mechanism was reported in 2012 [3].  475 

 476 

Fig. 14: Translational movement of the Vtwin region through the Htwin and Hlamellar for the different surface 477 
treatments. Red lines mark the stressed surface layer of the micropeened element. (a) The polished element has a 478 
single twin domain that nucleates and thickens, then moves along the element, then shrinks and collapses. (b) The 479 
micropeened Vlamellar, composed predominantly of Vtwin plates, similarly nucleated, moved down the element, then 480 
dissipated into Hlamellar.  481 

The micropeened MSM element has a finely twinned microstructure, as shown in Fig. 14b. 482 

When a magnetic pole points to a particular area, the blue twins in that area expand. 483 

Consequently, the fraction of blue twins is large in that area, and the twin region thickens to form 484 

the downward slope of the trough. When the magnetic pole moves away from that particular 485 
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area, the twin boundaries retract, the blue twins become thin, and the MSM element widens. As 486 

the magnetic pole moves along the MSM element, the blue twins first thicken and then thin, and 487 

the area with thick blue twins propagates along the MSM element. The propagation of the 488 

package of thick twins resembles the motion of a wave packet, albeit it is a quasi-static motion, 489 

entirely controlled by the position of the magnetic pole.  490 

Since the twins are pinned at the surface for the micropeened MSM element, some orange area 491 

remains present at any given time. Thus, the output strain is slightly less for the micropeened 492 

sample compared to the polished sample, which turns entirely blue during the downward slope of 493 

the trough. This reduced strain results in a slightly shallower trough for the micropeened MSM 494 

element, as shown with the dashed lines q, r, and s in Fig. 5d, which give maximum slopes for 495 

each case. The actuation is less because the magnetostress is insufficient to cause complete 496 

twinning and detwinning. Higher magnetostress would cause the lamellar to strain further and 497 

become more similar to the strain seen for the polished sample.  498 

The transition marked as (5) in Fig. 6 is the transition between the thickening of the twin and the 499 

translational motion of the twin. We determined this by comparing Figs. 5, 6, and 8. The 500 

elevation variation in the center of the micropeened MSM element was strikingly similar to that 501 

of the polished MSM element, suggesting the mechanism must be very similar. In Fig. 14(b), we 502 

show a diagram of a packet of Vlamellar moving from left to right through the parent lamellar. The 503 

slight difference in the transition position of (5) suggests slight differences in the packet width. 504 

The CW twin packet was wide, similar to that for the thick twin packet in the polished sample. 505 

The CCW twin packet was a thinner band. This observation provides the basis of the difference 506 

between the actuation envelopes of the CW and CCW rotation directions. The CW rotation has a 507 

wide twin packet, resulting in greater actuation, while the CCW rotation has a thinner twin 508 

packet and deforms less.  509 

5.4 Magnetic interaction with the twin structures.  510 

Magnetic flux creates the magnetostress, which causes twin boundary motion. The driving 511 

magnetic field is created by the same mechanism: the rotating diametrically magnetized 512 

permanent magnet. The flux pattern, however, depends upon the interaction of the magnetic field 513 

with the twin microstructure due to the high magnetic anisotropy and the misorientation between 514 

the two domains. We modeled the difference between the flux pattern for the coarse twin 515 

microstructure and the lamellar microstructure. 516 

We find the flux pattern is similar for both twin microstructures. Twin boundaries within the 517 

element refract the magnetic lines according to their volume fraction of each domain [39-41]. 518 

Thus, a Vlamellar packet, which is near full strain (almost entirely blue according to Fig. 14), 519 

refracts flux approximately similar to a thick Vtwin, as seen by comparing Figs. 10a and 10b. 520 

However, the magnetic flux refraction is less and smoother, as the Vlamellar packet cannot fully be 521 

transformed to the blue domain, Fig. 14b.  522 

5.5 Application of localized actuation to an MSM device: the MSM micropump 523 
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The MSM micropump is a simple extension of this actuation mechanism. We put a plate on top 524 

of the MSM element, with inlet and outlet holes centered at ±3 mm from the element center. 525 

Rotation of the permanent magnet causes a trough to form under the inlet, then to translate to the 526 

outlet, and finally to dissolve under the outlet. If the inlet contains fluid, the formation of the 527 

trough captures the fluid, translation of the trough transports the fluid, and dissolution of the 528 

trough ejects the fluid into the outlet. As shown by Chmielus et al. [19], coarse twins are 529 

stochastic, snapping from one stable position to the next, which causes the material to flow in a 530 

serrated fashion. The rapid, stochastic snapping of the material causes unsteady fluid flow in 531 

micropumps, resulting in a serrated output flow rate, seen for example in Saren et al. [26] and is 532 

responsible for shorter fatigue life [42]. 533 

A smooth, controlled trough is advantageous to the performance of the MSM pump. Smooth, 534 

controlled actuation gives flow stability and repeatability. Repeatable behavior allows for better 535 

sealing. The addition of the crest prevents backflow and results in higher head pressure. The 536 

oriented dense-twin microstructure and compressive surface stress layer yield a good fatigue life 537 

for the pump element [18].  538 

The flowrate reported for the MSM micropump has a strong resemblance to the elevation 539 

variation measured at the center of the MSM element (Fig. 6). In Fig. 15, we plot the flowrate as 540 

a function of field angle for a similarly sized MSM micropump made from a micropeened 541 

element [43]. In this figure, data for fifty magnet revolutions are overlaid.  542 

 543 
Fig. 15: Fifty MSM micropump cycles were superimposed, detailed, and adapted with permission from [43]. θrotated 544 
refers to elapsed angle, and is a temporal unit not based upon field orientation, unlike α in this study, which is a 545 
spatial coordinate of magnet field angle. Used as a micropump, the flowrate shows a similar modulation to that of 546 
the central elevation variation of the element in Fig. 6. The black arrow shows a transition point also marked in Fig. 547 
6 as (5). We interpret the point as being the transition between Vlamellar thickening and Vlamellar motion down the 548 
element.  549 

 550 
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The flowrate has nearly identical features to the temporal elevation variation, including even the 551 

shoulder marked by the arrow. At the element center, the MSM element experiences the 552 

maximum trough depth (Fig. 5c, 5d). The results indicate that this depth determines the MSM 553 

pump flowrate per cycle.  554 

The induced magnetic field pattern inside the element depends strongly on the orientation of the 555 

magnetic field relative to the twin boundaries. The highest flux condition occurs when the flux 556 

can enter the Vtwin domain vertically, then be directed orthogonally by the twin boundary into 557 

Htwin. Such condition occurs early during the CW rotation and nucleates a large trough/crest 558 

couple. During the CCW rotation, the condition occurs after the pump cycle, and therefore after 559 

trough/crest nucleation.  560 

The crests on either side of the trough in the micropeened sample (Fig. 5c, α = 18°) have 561 

ramifications to the MSM micropump performance. Whereas a trough acts as a "negative 562 

displacement" mechanism and draws fluid in by creating a vacuum, the crest acts more akin to 563 

the traditional peristaltic motion of larger pumps, which drives the fluid forward. Knowing the 564 

geometry of the trough in each "step" of a cycle is important to understanding the behavior seen 565 

in MSM micropumps. The asymmetry of the surface profiles clearly explains the asymmetry 566 

seen between forward and reverse flow found in MSM micropumps [25, 26]. 567 

 568 

6. Summary and Conclusion: 569 

We compared profilometry and optical experiments to model the actuation behavior of the Ni-570 

Mn-Ga element and to understand the corresponding flowrate obtained with a pump made from a 571 

similar MSM element. We studied the effects of two different surface treatments on a single 572 

MSM element: polishing and micropeening. The polished element had a sharp-featured, faceted 573 

trough shape. The micropeened element had a smooth trough shape, forming an additional crest 574 

at the shoulders of the trough. Both microstructures have the same macroscopic motion: a twin 575 

packet that nucleates and moves through the element. The motion mechanism differed on the 576 

microscale. The packet is a single Vtwin in the case of the polished sample, and it is a lamellar 577 

with a large twin volume fraction in the case of the micropeened element. The Vlamellar 578 

approximates the single thick Vtwin while allowing for both crests and troughs since the initial 579 

domain volume has differing fractions of the parent and twin. The dense twin microstructure 580 

smoothed the magnetic flux lines, thereby smoothening the element's behavior. Understanding 581 

these surface undulations, which give the actuator behavior, is a prerequisite to building high 582 

pressure, high repeatability MSM micropumps. 583 
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